System Protection / Safeguard Against Ransomware
System Protection
ActiveImage
Protector
provides
full
system
protection,
safeguarding all data on the physical or virtual source machine.
ActiveImage Protector can backup to a physical storage destination
(e.g. USB disks) or network storage (NAS) on a wide-range of
small to enterprise system environments.
When backing up to a storage destination, ActiveImage Protector
can backup volumes or the entire hard disk. When disaster strikes,
built-in wizards guide you through every step to perform the
required operations for a full recovery.

Backup of Servers
Typically, the backup data of multiple servers are saved to a single
NAS on the local network.
We recommend that the backup data should be saved to a single
NAS over a dedicated LAN that is specifically for backup operation
and kept separate from the in-house network. Increased network
traffic by adding additional tasks can surge traffic loads which can
result in latency over the network. If backup data cannot be written
consistently to the NAS due to write latency then completion of the
backup task could fail. Please keep in mind that the NAS hardware
speciﬁcations can also aﬀect data transfer rate so select the most
suitable NAS device that fit your requirements in terms of the
storage space, the number of devices, and network requirements

Backup of virtual environment (Scenario 1)
ActiveImage Protector is installed on each virtual machine to
perform backups in the same manner as a physical machine. Each
virtual machine can be backed up by its own installed agent.
Backing up a small number of virtual machines, the AIP agents are
installed individually. While backing up a large number of virtual
machines, our free centralized management console (ActiveVisor)
can perform batch installations of AIP agents to multiple virtual
machines. This provides efficiency and convenience in
pushing/distributing agents and can set scheduling of automatic
recurring backups for each virtual machine.
Additional network adapters can be assigned to the virtual machines
that can easily provide a network environment dedicated directly
to backup operations.

Backup of virtual environment (Scenario 2)
ActiveImage Protector also supports agentless backup of virtual
machines. In a virtual configuration, implement HyperAgent
(Windows software) on the NAS to take advantage of the agentless
backup feature. Then, simply select the virtual machines from that
host to be backed up and configure the backup settings and backup
schedule.
As each backup source host requires a license, additional licenses
can be purchased.

etc. when selecting and configuring a NAS device.

System Protection and Disaster Recovery
What disasters can ActiveImage Protector protect your system
from? Disasters such as hardware failure, computer-virus
infections (e.g. ransomware attacks), operator error, software
update, or natural disasters are all mitigated (stopped?
protected?) by ActiveImage Protector. Other backup solutions can
protect from hardware failure, not from virus attacks or
operational error
Redundant configured hardware solutions can provide protection
from hardware failures and natural disasters but because the
redundant systems are simultaneously updated, virus attacks or
operational errors will be duplicated. Imaging backup solutions are
the modern system protection option. Regardless of the scale of,
or threat to, the system environment, ActiveImage Protector
provides a wide range of affordable user-friendly system
protection capabilities.

ActiveImage Protector Boot Environment Builder
ActiveImage Protector provides a boot environment builder that
creates a boot media optimum that can be created for a variety of
environments to quickly restore a non-bootable system. Select from a
WindowsPE or Linux-based boot environment to create boot media.
Other available options for boot media are DVD, USB memory, USB
HDD, or depending on the intended use, an ISO file. If there are no
USB ports or other optical media options, then create a pre-boot
recovery environment directly on the hard drive or a tablet PC. This
boots the recovery environment without the need of an external
device or optical drive. An easy-to-use wizard driven interface guides
you through the boot environment creation.

System Recovery (Scenario1)
ActiveImage Protector backup provides system and data recovery
options. If a ﬁle is accidentally overwritten, recover the file by
selecting a speciﬁc ﬁle or folder to restore from a backup image.
In emergency situations such as hardware failure, virus infection,
missing system ﬁle, etc., select an incremental backup of a disk
and restore to the point-in-time state the backup was taken.

System Recovery (Scenario 2)
Scenario 1 outlines the process of data restoration to the original
machine. However, AIP is equipped with A.I.R. technology to
provide data migration or recovery to a new or dissimilar machine.
Upon system restore, A.I.R technology replaces device drivers
after the OS boots the system completing the migration process.

System Recovery (Scenario 3)
Recently, there have been growing demands for a versatile
virtualization migration tool. ActiveImage Protector oﬀers physical to
virtual, virtual to virtual, and virtual to physical migration. By using
backup image files, our virtualization feature supports migration from
legacy physical machines directly to VMware or Hyper-V virtual
environments. The virtualization technology is widely applicable to
migration requirements. AIP’s virtual capabilities minimizes the
recovery workload, preserving your BCP in the event of a hardware
failure.

Safeguard Your System and Data Against
Ransomware

Ransomware is a form of malware that encrypts a victim's files
and data unless a ransom is paid. In recent years ransomware
attacks have become increasingly pervasive, both domestically
and abroad. Often there is no sign of virus infection, which makes
it impossible to prevent ransomware attacks. Whether PC or
server, if connected to the internet there’s always a risk of
contracting ransomware virus.
Consequently, the National Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency reports the only way to safeguard against a
ransomware attack is to “back up your computer” and to “store
your backups separately.”

Behavior of Ransomware
Once an office PC is infected by ransomware, the ransomware
encrypts and alters the data, then blocks access to the files in the
detected volume. Once data is encrypted, the ransomware will display
a file revealing the malware attack and declare the ransom price for
the encrypted data. Ransomware is commonly delivered in two ways:
through phishing emails appearing to have been sent from a
legitimate organization or someone the user has previously
corresponded with, carrying a malicious link or attachment; through
“drive-by downloads,” where a program is automatically downloaded
from the internet without the user’s knowledge or consent. After the
download, the malicious code will run and infect the computer or
network with ransomware. Data accessible through a mapped
network drive makes that volume especially vulnerable to a
ransomware attack.
Though there are upstream preventative solutions using AI, there is
no way to have absolute protection from ransomware attacks. Where
networks are infected despite preventative solutions, system
administrators report that all systems can be restored to the point the
backup is taken, allowing identification and removal of altered or
falsified data. Therefore, a downstream recovery solution to
ransomware attacks is essential to safeguarding any enterprise’s
data.

Avoiding Ransomware Risks in Storing
Backup Files
Data restoration through backups, after a ransomware attack, will
only perform if the backup files are inaccessible to the
ransomware. If the backup files remain connected to a PC or
server during a ransomware attack, the data stored in backup
files will also be encrypted and blocked, eliminating the safeguard
of data recovery. Thus, backup files should be stored separately
from the network.
As a greater countermeasure for a ransomware attack, it is
recommended to replicate copies of the backup ﬁles to multiple
sites. ActiveImage Protector provides a backup replication feature.
By synchronizing the primary destination storage with the
replication target, all policies conﬁgured for the primary
destination storage will be synchronized for the replication target.
Optionally, a variety of replication targets (secondary storage)
from a NAS at remote site or a separate network segment to
cloud storage (Amazon S3-compatible storage), can be selected
for backup file replication.

Protection of the Replication
Target (secondary storage)
The best way to protect your system and data from a
ransomware attack is to disconnect the secondary storage of
backup ﬁles from the network and internet connection. The
counter measures against ransomware attacks can be
implemented by the interchanging of multiple USB HDD for the
secondary storage on top of the primary storage NAS.
By using
monitoring
isolated at
Destination
attacks.

Activisor, a free stand-alone management and
tool for ActiveImage Protector, backup files can be
the destination storage by enabling the Isolation
feature keeping your backups insulated from malware

Time is the Key to Protect Your System
and Data From a Ransomware Attack
If the ransomware continues to infect targeted files, eventually, those
files will spread their infection. Therefore, it is essential to detect a
ransomware virus infection immediately. In recognizing ransomware,
the location of infected files and then confirm any data leakage, and
then isolate the backup data.

Boot

To best protect data, a data backup and recovery plan for all critical
information should be employed. Regular backups should be tested
and performed to limit the impact of data or system loss, and to
expedite the recovery process. As network-connected backups can also
be affected by ransomware, critical backups should be isolated from
the network for optimum protection.

ActiveImage Protector used
in above examples:

Server Edition

Virtual Edition

Desktop Edition

In using ActiveImage Protector to regularly backup system data, and
creating full and incremental backup chains, data can be restored from
an incremental file that is isolated from the ransomware virus.

Linux Edition

ActiveVisor: (Central Management Console) for ActiveImage Protector
HyperAgent :(Agentless Backup) included in Virtual Edition.
ImageCenter LE:(Data Replication) included in ActiveImage Protector
HyperBoot: (Direct Boot) free download
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